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Abstract: As the energy density and efficiency requirements of air compressors continue to increase, gas foil thrust bearings face a high risk of thermal failure due to their elevated speed and limited cooling space. This paper proposes a novel structure for gas foil thrust bearings with enhanced thermal characteristics. A thermo-elastic–hydrodynamic model is developed using a thermal-fluid–solid interaction approach to investigate aerodynamic and thermal performance. The load capacity and thermal characteristics of nine different boundary angles are analyzed. The model is validated, and the actual characteristics of gas foil bearings with various boundary angles are examined using a test rig. The results indicate that, compared to conventional gas foil thrust bearings with a boundary angle of 0°, the new structure with a boundary angle ranging from −10° to −5° not only maintains the load-carrying capacity but also improves thermal characteristics. Furthermore, this improvement becomes more pronounced with higher rotational speeds. Therefore, the proposed optimization is advantageous in reducing the risk of thermal failure.
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1. Introduction

With the global push towards carbon neutrality, the energy industry is demonstrating a trend towards decarbonization [1]. The Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) emerges as a competitive clean energy source with high efficiency, energy density, and zero emissions, garnering widespread attention and interest. The air compressor, responsible for pressurizing and transporting oxygen into the reactor, stands as one of the core components of PEMFC. Being an auxiliary equipment primarily consuming energy, it demands high efficiency. Additionally, to prevent contamination of the reactor catalyst due to lubricating oil, oil-free lubrication is imperative for the air compressor [2]. A gas foil bearing (GFB), characterized by oil-free operation and boasting high speed, efficiency, and long service life [3], aligns perfectly with the requirements of the air compressor, making it a prevalent choice in PEMFC air compressors [4–6]. However, with the continual increase in power density and rotational speed of the air compressor, coupled with the diminishing cooling space for the gas foil thrust bearing (GFTB), the susceptibility to thermal failure escalates. Hence, there is significant merit in developing GFTBs endowed with efficient heat dissipation characteristics.

GFBs are typically classified into gas foil journal bearings (GFJBs) and GFTBs, which handle radial and thrust loads, respectively. In the realm of GFBS-rotor systems, the stability of the rotor system is primarily influenced by the GFJB, while the GFTB has a lesser impact on rotor stability but shares fundamental physics with the GFJB [7]. Consequently,
GFTBs have not garnered significant attention from researchers in past decades, resulting in relatively scarce studies in this area. Initially, efforts were concentrated on enhancing the load capacity of GFTBs. Heshmat et al. [8] integrated a two-dimensional (2D) compressible Reynolds equation and a foil deformation equation to explore the load capacity of GFTBs. They simplified the foil structure to a linear elastic support structure with uniform stiffness distribution. Subsequent research by the same authors [9] delved into the impact of circumferential distribution of wave foil stiffness on thrust bearing capacity, revealing that higher stiffness at the fixed end led to increased bearing capacity. Iordanoff [10] introduced a foil structure model where stiffness linearly increased from the free end to the fixed end, considering stiffness variations between individual bumps due to Coulomb friction and constraints. Park et al. [11] utilized the finite element method to analyze foil structure deformation, accounting for bump interactions to enhance load capacity predictions. Lee et al. [12] experimentally examined the relationship between thrust force and foil deformation in a stationary state, determining foil structure stiffness characteristics through fitting methods. They modified the Reynolds equation to include rarefied gas slip flow. San Andrés et al. [13] employed a 2D flat shell for finite element analysis of top foil sagging, simplifying bump foils as distributed springs in each bump. Lehn et al. [14] utilized the Reissner–Mindlin type shell to model top and bump foils, investigating Coulomb friction effects, constraints, bump interactions, and top foil sagging comprehensively to enhance load capacity predictions. Xu et al. [15] considered the 2D frictional contact between foil structures based on Lehn et al.'s [14] model due to the curved shape of bump foils. Notably, none of the studies mentioned above addressed the impact of temperature on GFTB performance.

However, thermal failure is a critical issue that impacts the performance of gas foil thrust bearings (GFTBs) at high rotational speeds. Bruckner [16] conducted a study to analyze temperature variations during operation by coupling the 2D energy equation with the joint 2D Reynolds equation and foil deformation equation to investigate the load capacity and thermal characteristics of GFTBs. Building upon this work, Bruckner et al. [17] incorporated the Knudsen number effect into the Reynolds equation to enhance the accuracy of temperature distribution predictions. Lee et al. [18] explored the thermal characteristics of the bearings using 3D energy equations, treating each bump as a lumped thermal resistance. Their findings highlighted that thermal expansion of the thrust disk and thrust plate was the primary contributor to thermal failure in the bearings. To simplify the solution process for the Reynolds and energy equations, Mahner et al. [19] compared the results from five simplified methods, determining that the averaging method was well-suited for GFTBs due to the small temperature gradient in the air film thickness direction. In a study by Lehn et al. [20], the energy equation was solved considering viscosity and density variations with temperature, with each bump simplified as two thermal resistances of the haft bump arc. The research reaffirmed that high speeds and temperatures could result in thermal deformation of the thrust disk, a key factor in thermal failure. Kumar et al. [21] introduced first-order slip to modify the Reynolds equation, incorporating temperature-dependent viscosity and density in the energy equation to predict the aerodynamic and thermal performance of GFTBs. Their results indicated that neglecting first-order slip led to increased load capacity and reduced temperature in the predictions. However, the aforementioned studies employed the 2D Reynolds equation to model gas film flow and utilized equivalent thermal resistance to simplify the foil structure, potentially impacting the accuracy of bearing performance predictions.

Recently, Qin et al. [22] employed a three-dimensional (3D) thermal-fluid–solid interaction (TFSI) approach with high solution accuracy to predict the performance of GFTBs. This approach involved investigating air flow by solving the Navier–Stokes equation for the lubricating air film, and addressing structural and energy equations to analyze foil deformation and heat transfer, respectively. However, due to the disparity in time scales between equilibrating the temperature field and achieving convergence in fluid–
solid coupling calculations, the authors opted for a weak coupling between the heat transfer and fluid solvers. In a study by Liu et al. [23], a more precise two-way TFSI approach was utilized to examine the impact of ambient pressure and rotational speed on the aerodynamic and thermal performance of GFTBs. Similarly, Gao et al. [24] applied the same approach to investigate the influence of top-foil wedge shape on the aerodynamic and thermal performance. Their findings indicated that employing the optimized top-foil wedge shape can significantly reduce the maximum temperature, but have little effect on the average temperature. Furthermore, Xiong et al. [25] developed a thermos-elastic-hydrodynamic (THED) model to explore the thermal failure mechanism of bearings and the effect of forced cooling air on the thermal characteristics of GFTBs. The results demonstrated that forced cooling air could effectively mitigate the risk of thermal failure. However, as the cooling space within GFTBs diminishes, the flow of forced cooling air decreases, rendering GFTBs more vulnerable to thermal failure at high speeds.

To further mitigate the risk of thermal failure, this paper introduces a novel structure for GFTBs with efficient heat dissipation properties. The study employs a TFSI approach to construct a detailed 3D thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) model of the GFTB, considering the actual deformations of the comprehensive foil structure and temperature distributions. The impact of boundary angles on the aerodynamic and thermal performance is investigated. To validate the numerical findings, various boundary angles are compared against experimental data obtained from a test rig. A detailed analysis of how the boundary angles affect load capacity and thermal characteristics is provided. Moreover, the enhanced thermal characteristics of the novel GFTBs are expected to drive advancements in the high-power-density rotating machinery industry.

2. Numerical Method

2.1. Description of the Novel GFTB

The novel GFTB with six pads, as depicted in Figure 1, consists of a top foil, a bump foil divided into three independent strips of equal width, and a spacer. The convergence area formed by the top foil and thrust disk establishes a high-pressure lubricating gas film, generating the thrust force. The top foil is segmented into the ramp area and the flat area based on their distinct functions, delineated by a boundary line marked with a red dashed line in both Figures 1 and 2. Traditionally, the 2D compressible Reynolds equation of the gas film is solved in a cylindrical coordinate system for GFTBs. In this setup, the boundary line typically passes through the circle’s center, and the linear velocity of the thrust disk is perpendicular to the boundary line, as illustrated in Figure 2a. When the boundary angle deviates from 0°, altering the orientation of the linear thrust velocity with respect to the boundary line, adjustments in the gas film’s pressure distribution can be made to reduce heating duration in the high-pressure gas film region. This enhancement effectively improves the thermal characteristics of the novel GFTB, as depicted in Figure 2b. For increased load capacity, it is common practice to secure the bump foil at the trailing edge [15,26] and adopt an optimal ramp extent ratio of 0.5 [10,27].

In order to examine the influence of the boundary angle on GFTB performance, GFTBs with nine distinct boundary angles, featuring identical ramp extent ratios and ramp heights, are designed (refer to Figure 3). The boundary angles are spaced at intervals of 5°, labeled as bearings from −20° to +20°. All nine bearings share identical foil structure parameters, as outlined in Table 1 and visually represented in Figure 4.
Figure 1. Schematic of the novel GFTB. (a) Photo; (b) 3D geometrical model.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of one GFTB pad. (a) Bearing 0°; (b) Bearing −20°; (c) variables description.

Table 1. GFTB parameter values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GFTB Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer radium $R_o$</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radium $R_i$</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp height $h_{ramp}$</td>
<td>0.51 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp area ratio $b$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary angle</td>
<td>−20°~+20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top foil angle $\beta$</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top foil thickness $t_t$</td>
<td>0.10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bump foil thickness $t_b$</td>
<td>0.10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bump half length $l_b$</td>
<td>1.25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bump pitch $S_b$</td>
<td>3.14 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bump angle $\alpha_b$</td>
<td>79.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil Young’s modules</td>
<td>186 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Computational Domains and Governing Equations

Based on the TFSI approach, the computational flow for the GFTBs is depicted in Figure 5. Initially, the fluid domain of the gas film undergoes solution by the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver, wherein the pressure and temperature of the gas film at the fluid–solid interface are computed. Subsequently, these parameters on the fluid–solid interface are established as boundary conditions for the solid domain. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is then employed to solve the solid domain representing the foil structure, yielding displacement and heat flux data at the fluid–solid interface. Following this, the fluid domain is re-solved with the parameters from the fluid–solid interface serving as boundary conditions. Ultimately, through iterative solution cycles between the fluid and solid domains, the load capacity and thermal characteristics of the GFTBs can be determined.
Figure 5. Computational flow of TFSI.

The governing equations for all computational domains are presented below. The continuity equation in the fluid domain is expressed as:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho U) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\rho$ is the density of the gas, $t$ is the time, and $U$ is the velocity vector.

The momentum equation in the fluid domain is expressed as:

$$\frac{\partial (\rho U)}{\partial t} + \rho U \cdot \nabla U = -\nabla P - \nabla \cdot \tau + F_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $P$, $\tau$, and $F_e$ are the pressure, stress tensor, and external force, respectively.

The energy equation in the fluid domain is expressed as:

$$\rho C_p \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + U \cdot \nabla T \right) + \nabla \cdot q_f = Q_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $C_p$ is the specific heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $q_f$ is the heat conduction flux of the gas, and $Q_f$ is the total heat source.

And the energy equation in the solid domain is expressed as:

$$\rho_s C_{p,s} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} \right) + \nabla \cdot q_s = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $C_{p,s}$ is the specific heat capacity of the foil structure at constant pressure and $q_s$ is the heat conduction flux of the foil structure.

In this study, numerical simulations of the fluid domain are performed using the CFX commercial software in ANSYS. The SST k-\omega turbulent model is selected for optimal accuracy [28]. The momentum and pressure terms employ the high-resolution discrete scheme, while the turbulence terms utilize the first-order discrete scheme. Additionally, the discrete time terms are addressed using the second-order explicit integration scheme. The semi-implicit solution of the pressure coupling equations (SIMPLE algorithm) is iteratively applied to solve the fluid domain, yielding distributions of pressure and temperature. In the solid domain, the mechanical commercial software in ANSYS is employed to analyze the transient thermoelastic dynamics of the foil structure. The thermal–structure element is utilized, and the governing equations are solved through the Newmark-\beta time integral method. Due to the inherent mismatch in mesh nodes between the fluid and solid domains at the fluid–solid interface, the workbench commercial software in ANSYS is utilized for parameter interpolation. This process facilitates the transfer of parameters between the fluid and solid domains, ensuring accurate representation and communication between the two computational domains.

2.3. Boundary Condition

For the TFSI calculation, the boundary conditions for the GFTBs are illustrated in Figure 6. Within the fluid domain, the end faces of the GFTB pad are assigned periodic boundary conditions. The inner and outer diameters of the bearing are set as opening boundaries with mass and momentum terms enrolled, while the ambient temperature and pressure are maintained at 25 °C and 1 atm, respectively. The surface of the thrust disk is
designated as a moving no-slip wall, rotating counterclockwise. The top foil surface is specified as a stationary no-slip wall, serving as the fluid–solid interface. Given the thrust disk speed ranging from 10 krpm to 30 krpm, the thermal boundary condition for the thrust disk is modeled as forced convective heat transfer. Utilizing the forced heat transfer model calculation method [25,29], the convective heat transfer coefficient for the thrust disk at 30 krpm is determined to be 100 W/(K·m²).

In the solid domain, the end faces of the GFTB pad are also subjected to periodic boundary conditions. The back plate and spacer are treated as fixed rigid bodies, while the fixed edges of the foil structure are set as fixed boundary conditions. Friction contact boundary conditions are applied at the contact surfaces between the foil structure and the back plate, employing 2D contact units with 174 contacting and 170 target units. The augmented Lagrange method is employed to calculate the contact state and friction, with a lower normal stiffness coefficient to expedite convergence. The friction coefficient between the foil structure and the back plate is set at 0.1 based on prior research [30,31]. The upper surface of the top foil is designated as the fluid–solid interface, while the remaining free zones of the foil structure and back plate are subjected to natural convection heat transfer conditions. The convective heat transfer coefficient is set at 12 W/(K·m²) using the natural convection heat transfer model calculation method [25], with the ambient temperature maintained at 25 °C.

![Figure 6. Computational domains. (a) Fluid domain; (b) structure domain.](image)

2.4. Mesh

The mesh is generally divided into structured and unstructured types, with structured mesh offering higher calculation accuracy. Given the simplicity of the fluid domain in the GFTB, a structured mesh is employed, as depicted in Figure 7 for the fluid domain and Figure 8 for the solid domain. Structured hexahedral meshing is utilized for the top foil, spacer, and back plate, while the more complex geometric structure of the bump foil necessitates an unstructured tetrahedral mesh.

The mesh density significantly impacts numerical results. To prevent calculation errors due to insufficient mesh density or excessive resource consumption from overly dense meshes, it is crucial to assess mesh independence in both the fluid and solid domains to determine the optimal mesh density. Mesh refinement involves uniform refinement along the bearing circumference, radial direction, and gas film thickness direction to maintain mesh aspect ratio stability. Given the emphasis on load capacity in this study, load capacity serves as the metric for evaluating mesh independence. The variation in load capacity with mesh density is illustrated in Figure 9. As the mesh density in both the fluid and solid domains exceeds a certain threshold, the load capacity stabilizes. Consequently, for a balance between calculation accuracy and computational efficiency, mesh densities of 1.2 million and 53,000 are selected for the fluid and solid domains, respectively.
Figure 7. Fluid domain mesh. (a) Global; (b) local.

Figure 8. Solid domain mesh. (a) Global; (b) local.

Figure 9. Mesh independence test. (a) Fluid domain; (b) solid domain.
3. Experimental Methodology

To validate the effectiveness of the numerical method based on the TFSI approach and to comprehensively study the actual characteristics of GFTBs with varying boundary angles, an experimental rig for testing load capacity and thermal characteristics is established. The GTFB test rig, depicted in Figure 10, primarily comprises four components: the drive section responsible for rotating the thrust disk at high speed, the load section for applying thrust load, the data acquisition system for gathering friction torque, thrust load, and temperature data, and the test GFTBs.

![Photo of test rig.](image)

Figure 10. Photo of test rig.

3.1. Test Rig

Since the aim of this study is to investigate the load capacity and thermal characteristics of the GFTBs, the experimental setup requires stable operation at a fixed speed over a duration to measure thrust load, friction force, and temperature accurately. Therefore, the test rig must precisely control the speed without fluctuations, while the drive section should achieve the highest possible maximum speed. As per design specifications, the drive section’s structure is illustrated in Figure 11a. Three precision ceramic angular contact bearings are utilized, positioned at both ends of the shaft. Since the shaft experiences a unidirectional horizontal thrust force throughout the test, the front support incorporates two large-sized precision ceramic angular contact bearings arranged in series to balance their contact angle lines and evenly distribute the thrust load. The rear support features a small-sized precision ceramic angular contact bearing pre-loaded by a spring to enhance shaft stability at high speeds. Given the high-speed requirements of the drive section, a
gas-liquid two-phase fluid cooling lubrication technology is employed for the bearings. High-pressure mixed oil-gas generated by the lubrication device is sprayed into the bearing at a specific angle through oil-gas nozzles. This method not only lubricates the bearing effectively but also dissipates heat and cools the bearing efficiently. The lubricated and cooled high-pressure mixture is circulated from the drive section’s base through three vacuum generators to prevent bearing overheating due to excess lubricating oil. Additionally, oil-gas sealing slots are placed at both ends of the drive section to prevent oil discharge and environmental pollution. Given the high-speed operation of the motor, characterized by a high energy density and a limited heat dissipation area, a liquid cooling scheme is exclusively employed to meet cooling requirements. Cooling water from the chiller flows through a spiral cooling channel to dissipate surrounding heat effectively, ensuring efficient cooling of the high-speed motor. To validate the drive section’s design, finite element analysis software SAMCEF is used to analyze the modal dynamics of the rotating shaft. Finite element modeling and modal analysis reveal that the critical speed of the first-order bending mode of the drive section’s shaft is 73.84 krpm, meeting the high-speed operation requirements of the thrust plate on the test bench.

And the structure of the load part is depicted in Figure 11b. The test GFTB is secured on the bearing housing using flat round head hexagon screws. A through hole is machined in the center of the bearing housing and the loading shaft, serving as an air exchange channel to maintain the inner diameter of the test GFTB at external atmospheric pressure. The loading shaft is supported by two hydrostatic gas bearings of varying sizes. These bearings achieve suspension by utilizing external high-pressure air supply, ensuring high rotation accuracy and minimal friction moment. This setup significantly enhances friction measurement accuracy. The thrust load in the loading section is generated by these two hydrostatic gas bearings of different sizes. Upon entry of high-pressure air into the hydrostatic gas bearing, it is expelled through the pneumatic nozzle. The high-pressure air flows through the air gap between the loading shaft and the hydrostatic gas bearing. A portion of the air is released into the external atmosphere, while the remainder enters the pressure chamber within the middle of the loading section. Due to the size disparity between the two hydrostatic gas bearings, a step surface is formed on the loading shaft, resembling a piston structure. This configuration results in the generation of unidirectional thrust load under the influence of high-pressure air in the pressure chamber. The formula for calculating the thrust load is as follows:

\[
F_{\text{load}} = P_c \cdot \frac{\pi D_1^2 - \pi D_2^2}{4}
\]

where \(P_c\) represents the pressure in the high-pressure air chamber, \(D_1\) is the diameter of the front hydrostatic gas bearing, and \(D_2\) is the diameter of the rear hydrostatic gas bearing.

Since the pressure in the pressure chamber can be smoothly adjusted by a precision pressure regulator, the thrust load can also be adjusted incrementally. During testing, the maximum pressure in the high-pressure air chamber can reach 160 kPa. According to the calculation from Equation (5), the maximum thrust loading is 80 N. Since the thrust load is always perpendicular to the step surface, and the step surface is perpendicular to the axis of the loading shaft, the magnitude of the thrust load changes while its direction remains collinear with the axis of the loading shaft.
3.2. Test Measurement System

The test system of the test rig is utilized for measuring friction torque, thrust load, and temperature. The friction torque and thrust load play a crucial role in characterizing the operational state of the lubricating gas film. The friction force is gauged using an S-type tension sensor, dynamic signal analysis system, and an industrial computer, while the thrust load is monitored with a digital pressure gauge. Temperature data is pivotal for assessing thermal behavior, and temperature readings are captured using K-type thermocouples and a temperature recorder.

To ensure the feasibility of securing the K-type thermocouples, temperature readings are taken from the backside of the back plate and the top foil. The temperature measurement locations on the back plate are illustrated in Figure 12. Initially, four evenly spaced K-thermocouple mounting slots are created on the bearing housing using precision wire cutting equipment. Subsequently, the K-type thermocouples are affixed in these slots at radii of 22 mm and 38 mm using high thermal conductivity curable silica gel. In total, eight K-type thermocouples are strategically positioned on the bearing housing.

The temperature measuring points on the top foils are depicted in Figure 13. Due to the limited space resulting from the small bump foil height and pitch, the K-type thermocouples can only be placed in the ramp area. To ensure accurate temperature readings on the backside of the top foil, a 0.05 mm thick copper foil tape with high thermal conductivity is used to secure the K-type thermocouples.
3.3. Test GFTBs

Both the top foil and bump foil are made of 3J1 high-elastic alloy and the top foil surface is coated with Teflon for enhanced performance. To experimentally investigate the impact of boundary angles on bearing performance, five types of GFTBs with boundary angles of $-20^\circ/ -10^\circ/ 0^\circ/ +10^\circ/ +20^\circ$ are manufactured. Figure 14 illustrates the top and bump foils of these bearings. To minimize potential errors introduced by the surface coating quality of the top foil, a preliminary series of 100 start–stop runs under a thrust load of 20 N is conducted before the formal testing of the GFTBs.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Load Capacity

The comparison between the numerical results and the experimental results of the load capacity is illustrated in Figure 15. The boundary angle of the test GFTB is $-10^\circ$, and the operating speed of the thrust disk remains stable at 20 krpm. As depicted in Figure 15, the friction torque increases gradually with the rise in thrust load. Under the same thrust load, the numerical results of the friction torque align closely with the experimental findings. However, when the thrust exceeds 50.9 N, there is a sudden surge in the experimental friction torque results. This abrupt increase is attributed to the disruption of the
gas film and the resulting contact friction between the thrust disk and the top foil. Typically, the point at which this occurs is defined as the ultimate load capacity of GFTBs [10,13]. Analyzing the relationship between load capacity and nominal clearance, as shown in Figure 16, reveals that load capacity rises as nominal clearance decreases. The smaller the nominal clearance value, the greater the increase in load capacity. Considering the nominal clearance value indicated in Figure 15, the test GFTB with a boundary angle of ~10° exhibits an ultimate load capacity at 20 krpm that closely matches the numerical results for a bearing with a nominal clearance of 4 μm. Generally, nominal clearances ranging from 3 μm to 5 μm are selected as the minimum values for numerical calculations to predict the ultimate load capacity of GFBs [32–36]. Hence, the minimum nominal clearance for the test GFTB in this study is set at 4 μm.

To investigate the impact of the boundary angle on the ultimate load capacity and validate the accuracy of predicting load capacity using the minimum nominal clearance of 4 μm, both experimental and numerical results of the ultimate load capacity with various boundary angles at three rotational speeds are presented in Figure 17. It is evident from the figure that, at identical rotational speeds, the ultimate load capacities of GFTBs with different boundary angles are relatively consistent, indicating that the boundary angle has minimal effect on load capacity when the holding ramp area ratio remains constant. Furthermore, the experimental and numerical results of the ultimate load capacity at each rotational speed and boundary angle exhibit a high degree of agreement, affirming the validity of setting the minimum nominal clearance at 4 μm for predicting GFTBs’ ultimate load capacity and confirming the accuracy of the numerical method based on the TFSI approach for load capacity prediction.

![Friction Torque vs Thrust Load](image)

**Figure 15.** Comparison of friction torque with different thrust loads.
4.2. **Thermal Characteristics**

While the boundary angle has minimal effect on the load capacity, it significantly impacts the thermal characteristics of the GFTBs. The correlation between the numerical thermal characteristics and the boundary angle is depicted in Figure 18. Operating at a speed of 20 krpm, the thrust disk’s minimum nominal clearance is utilized for numerical calculations. In Figure 18a, it is evident that Bearing $-10^\circ$ exhibits the lowest average temperature on the top foil at 57.4 °C, whereas Bearing $+5^\circ$ displays a notably higher average temperature of 65.8 °C. The relationship between the total heat generation power and the boundary angles, as illustrated in Figure 18b, indicates a close similarity between the total heat generation power of Bearing $-10^\circ$ and Bearing $+5^\circ$. The substantial disparity in the average temperatures of their top foils can be attributed to the significant difference in their heat dissipation power. The heat dissipation within the gas film primarily occurs through three mechanisms. Firstly, forced convection heat transfer on the thrust disk’s surface is a key method of heat dissipation. The convection heat transfer coefficient remains constant when the rotational speed is steady. The heat dissipation power of the
thrust disk is directly proportional to the temperature differential between the thrust disk and the ambient air, as evident in the comparison between Figure 18a,c. Secondly, heat dissipation occurs through heat conduction and natural convection from the top foil to the foil structure and ambient air. Figure 18d illustrates the relationship between the heat dissipation power of the top foil and the boundary angle. Bearing $-10^\circ$ exhibits the highest heat dissipation power, significantly surpassing that of Bearing $+5^\circ$. The final heat dissipation pathway involves air flowing through the inner and outer diameter regions of the GFTB, transferring heat from the gas film to the ambient air. However, due to the minimal air exchange within the gas film, the heat dissipation power through this pathway is negligible and is therefore disregarded in this analysis. Consequently, adhering to the principle of energy conservation, the heat balance of the foil thrust bearing can be expressed as:

$$Q_{all} = \dot{Q}_{top} + \dot{Q}_{disk}$$

where $\dot{Q}_{all}$ represents the total power of heat generation, $\dot{Q}_{top}$ is the heat dissipation power of top foil, and $\dot{Q}_{disk}$ is the heat dissipation power of thrust disk.

The heat dissipation power of the thrust disk $\dot{Q}_{disk}$ is expressed as:

$$\dot{Q}_{disk} = \lambda_{fc} \cdot (T_{ave} - T_0)$$

Figure 18. The relationship between boundary angles and numerical thermal characteristics; (a) average temperature of top foil; (b) total heat generation power; (c) heat dissipation power of thrust disk; (d) heat dissipation power of top foil.
where $\lambda_{fc}$ is the forced thermal convection coefficient, $T_{ave}$ is the average temperature of the thrust disk, and $T_0$ is the temperature of the ambient air.

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), the formula for the average temperature of the thrust disk $T_{ave}$ is obtained:

$$T_{ave} = \frac{(Q_{all} - \dot{Q}_{top})}{\lambda_{fc}} + T_0 \tag{8}$$

As indicated in Equation (8), assuming a constant total heat generation power $\dot{Q}_{all}$, the forced convection heat transfer coefficient $\lambda_{fc}$ of the thrust disk remains constant due to the steady speed of the thrust disk. When the heat dissipation power of the top foil $\dot{Q}_{top}$ is higher, less heat is transferred through the thrust disk, resulting in a lower average temperature for the thrust disk after the top foil has transferred more heat. Consequently, the top foil exhibits a lower average temperature.

To further elucidate this phenomenon, Figure 19 illustrates the pressure distribution of four bearings with varying boundary angles. The numerical calculations are conducted with a thrust disk operating speed of 20 krpm and utilizing the minimum nominal clearance. A comparison between Figure 19b,d reveals that while the maximum pressure values of Bearing $-10^\circ$ and Bearing $+5^\circ$ are similar, Bearing $-10^\circ$ exhibits a larger high-pressure distribution area and the maximum pressure zone is located above the bump. The presence of a high-pressure gas film leads to increased deformation of the top foil, expanding the contact area between the top foil and the bump foil, consequently enhancing the heat dissipation power of the top foil. Conversely, the maximum pressure zone of Bearing $+5^\circ$ is between two bumps, resulting in a reduction in the contact area. Further comparison among Figure 19a–c demonstrates that although their high-pressure distribution areas are relatively similar, Bearing $-10^\circ$ boasts the highest maximum pressure value, followed by Bearing $-5^\circ$, with Bearing $-20^\circ$ registering the lowest. As pressure increases, the deformation of the top foil intensifies, resulting in a larger contact area between the top foil and the bump foil. Consequently, Bearing $-10^\circ$ exhibits the highest heat dissipation power.

The relationship between the maximum temperature of the top foil and the boundary angles is depicted in Figure 20. Notably, the maximum temperature of the top foil for Bearing $-5^\circ$ is the lowest among all angles considered, showcasing a significant deviation from the temperatures observed for other angles. To delve into this phenomenon further, Figure 21 illustrates the temperature distribution of the top foil and temperature values along the streamlines across the four bearings with varying boundary angles. The end points of the streamlines are set at the outer diameter region of the flat area. For Bearing $-5^\circ$, the maximum temperature point is situated in proximity to the boundary lines and the outer diameter of the bearing. In contrast, for Bearing $-10^\circ$, the maximum temperature point is slightly distanced from the boundary line. The maximum temperature position for Bearing $+5^\circ$ aligns near the trailing edge, while for Bearing $-20^\circ$, it is positioned close to the intersection of the trailing edge and the bearing’s outer diameter. By combining insights from Figures 19 and 21, a compelling narrative emerges. When the GFTB is Bearing $-5^\circ$, the high-pressure distribution area is adjacent to the boundary lines and the outer diameter of the bearing. As the heated air swiftly exits this region into the ambient air, the top foil experiences lower temperatures due to the brief exposure to the high-pressure gas film, which is depicted in Figure 21(c2). Conversely, for Bearing $-20^\circ$, the high-pressure distribution area is concentrated near the trailing edge and the center diameter of the bearing. As shown in Figure 21(a2), this configuration leads to a longer duration of air heating in the flat area, resulting in elevated temperatures. Furthermore, in the case of Bearing $-10^\circ$ and Bearing $+5^\circ$, the high-pressure distribution area is close to the boundary line but near the center diameter of the bearing. Figure 21(b2),(d2) illustrate their temperature values along the streamlines; part of the air leaves the flat area after a short heating duration, causing their moderate temperatures. Consequently, the top foil of Bearing $-5^\circ$ exhibits the lowest maximum temperature among the bearings studied.
Figure 19. Pressure distribution with different boundary angles; (a) Bearing −20°; (b) Bearing −10°; (c) Bearing −5°; (d) Bearing +5°.

Figure 20. The relationship between maximum temperature of top foil and boundary angles.
In order to delve deeper into the impact of boundary angles on thermal characteristics, an examination of how these angles influence the top foil temperature at varying rotational speeds was conducted. As depicted in Figure 22, both the average and maximum temperatures of the top foils exhibit an increase as the rotational speed escalates. Remarkably, Bearing −10° consistently displays the lowest average temperature, while Bearing −5° consistently records the lowest maximum temperature across all rotational speeds analyzed. These findings underscore the efficacy of boundary angles ranging from −10° to −5° in enhancing the thermal performance of GFTBs. Moreover, the magnitude of this enhancement becomes more pronounced with higher rotational speeds. In essence, the results advocate for the utilization of boundary angles within the −10° to −5° range as an effective strategy to bolster the thermal characteristics of GFTBs, with a notable amplification of this effect observed at elevated rotational speeds.

To validate the numerical findings regarding thermal characteristics, this study conducts measurements of the backside temperatures of both the top foil and the back plate. The temperature measurement points for the top foils encompass three points situated in
the ramp area, while those for the back plate comprise four outer and four inner measuring points. Given the uniform distribution of temperature measurement points in the circumferential direction and the close proximity of temperatures at identical radial locations in the experiment, average temperature values are computed.

Due to the considerable time required to attain thermal equilibrium and challenges in maintaining a constant ambient temperature, the study opts to analyze temperature variation values, representing the temperature disparity between the measurement point temperature and the ambient temperature. Figure 23 illustrates the comparison of temperature variation across different boundary angles. Notably, in both numerical and experimental outcomes, Bearing $-10\degree$ exhibits the least temperature rise at the top foil measurement point, as depicted in Figure 23a. Discrepancies between the temperature variation values in experimental and numerical results arise from the absence of the bump foil region in the fluid domain of the numerical simulations. The airflow within the bump foil region enhances the heat dissipation capability of the top foil, resulting in a reduced temperature rise at the thrust flat foil temperature measurement point in the experimental data compared to the numerical predictions. Regarding the temperature variation of the back plate illustrated in Figure 23b, the temperature variation values for both outer and inner measurement points remain consistent across varying boundary angles, aligning with the numerical results. However, the temperature variation values in the experimental data are lower than those in the numerical simulations, attributed to the continuous cooling airflow generated by the hydrostatic gas bearings within the bearing housing, as depicted in Figure 11b. In conclusion, the numerical approach based on the TFSI method proves effective in predicting thermal characteristics, despite discrepancies between experimental and numerical results stemming from factors such as the absence of the bump foil region in numerical simulations and the cooling airflow facilitated by the hydrostatic gas bearings.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we introduce a novel structure for GFTBs designed to enhance thermal characteristics. Employing the TFSI approach, we develop a detailed 3D TEHD model of the GFTB that considers the actual foil structure without significant simplifications. This model is utilized to analyze various boundary angles to understand temperature variation mechanisms and optimize angles for mitigating the risk of thermal failure in GFTBs. To validate the model and comprehensively explore the performance of GFTBs with different boundary angles, an experimental setup is established to test load capacity and thermal
properties, with the model’s accuracy confirmed through experimental results. Key conclusions drawn from the study are as follows:

1. The load capacity increases as the nominal clearance decreases, with a more substantial capacity boost observed at smaller nominal clearance values. For the GFTBs examined in this study with a minimum nominal clearance of 4 μm, boundary angles do not impact the ultimate load capacity at varying rotational speeds.

2. Bearing −10° exhibits higher air film pressure and a larger high-pressure air film area, leading to increased top foil deformation and contact area between the top foil and bump foil. Consequently, it demonstrates superior heat dissipation capabilities, resulting in the lowest average temperature of its top foil.

3. The high-pressure distribution area of Bearing −5° is situated near the boundary line and the bearing’s outer diameter region. As heated air from the high-pressure air film enters the top foil’s flat area, it flows from the bearing’s outer diameter to the ambient air after a brief heating period. This configuration contributes to the lowest maximum temperature of the top foil among the studied angles.

4. Novel GFTBs with boundary angles ranging from −10° to −5°, as opposed to conventional GFTBs with a 0° boundary angle, not only maintain load capacity but also enhance thermal characteristics. This improvement is more pronounced at higher rotational speeds, highlighting the efficacy of the novel design.
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